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In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 20, Number 1, are
numbered: 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index
in Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue
there are abstracts by Francine Abeles (Kean, NJ), Mohammad Azarian (Evansville, IL),
Timothy B. Carroll (Ypsilanti, MI), Hardy Grant (Ottawa, Canada), Ivor Grattan-Guinness
(Middlesex, UK), Calvin Jongsma (Sioux Center, IA), Albert C. Lewis (Indianapolis, IN),
Alex Rivero (Zaragoza, Spain), and Glen Van Brummelen.
Abeles, Francine. Kenneth O. May on Arrow and group choice, in #31.2.53, pp. 1–8. The author
discusses the history of “social-choice” voting theory and then describes work by Kenneth Arrow and
by Kenneth May in the 1950s and by Donald G. Saari currently on the problem of arriving at a rational
group choice based on individual preferences. (HG) #31.2.1
Ablondi, Fred. A note on Hahn’s philosophy of logic, History and Philosophy of Logic 23 (1) (2002),
37–42. Hahn, a co-founder of the Vienna Circle, used empiricism to try to “reconcile the validity and
applicability of both logic and mathematics.” The author brings in Stephen Yablo’s fictionalism and
metaphor. (GVB) #31.2.2
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Ageron, Pierre. L’autre axiome de choix, Revue d’Histoire des Mathématiques 8 (1) (2002), 113–
140. The simple axiom of choice, “if X is a nonempty set then there exists an element in X”, was
conflated by Arnaud Denjoy and Paul Lévy with the usual full axiom. Their arguments, usually regarded
as simply misunderstandings of the full axiom, are described here. This account illustrates one aspect of
the complex history of the axiom of choice and the role played in it by differences between the views
of mathematicians and philosophers of mathematics. See the review by Yehuda Rav in Mathematical
Reviews 2003m:01037. (ACL) #31.2.3
Akmet, Marat U. See #31.2.176.
Al-Baqqa¯r, Abu¯ cAbd Alla¯h. See #31.2.62.
Aleskerov, Fouad T. See #31.2.109.
Allaire, Patricia R. Where was Robert Murphy 1833–1835? or did Murphy meet George Green?, in
#31.2.53, pp. 9–12. The author presents “significant” evidence that Murphy spent the period in question
in Cambridge, contrary to an influential statement by De Morgan that he was in Ireland, and concludes
that it would be “not unreasonable” that Murphy met Green at that time. (HG) #31.2.4
Allaire, Patricia R.; and Bradley, Robert E. Symbolical algebra as a foundation for calculus:
D.F. Gregory’s contribution, Historia Mathematica 29 (4) (2002), 395–426. A biography of D.F. Gregory
(1813–1844) is followed by an outline of the history of English and continental algebra and analysis in
his time. The authors consider whether Gregory believed that his techniques of separation of symbols
were capable of providing an adequate foundation for calculus. See the review by Burnett Meyer in
Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01032. (ACL) #31.2.5
Al-Nayrı¯zı¯, Abu¯ l-cAbba¯s. Abu¯ l-cAbba¯s an-Nayrı¯zı¯s Exzerpte aus (Ps.-?) Simplicius’ Kommentar
zu den Definitionen, Postulaten, und Axiomen in Euclids Elementa I, edited by Rüdiger Arnzen,
Cologne: Rüdiger Arnzen, 2002, xl + 140 pp. Critical edition of an Arabic text of a commentary on
Euclid’s Elements, Book I, that is missing in other manuscripts. See the review by Jan P. Hogendijk in
Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01006. (CJ) #31.2.6
Amelin, Olov. Instrument maker on the run: A case of technology transfer, Matematisk-fysiske
Meddelelser. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab 46 (2) (2001), 65–79. Johan Ahl, an 18th-
century craftsman who made instruments for Caspar Wessel, may or may not be considered a deserter,
depending on one’s view of the relationship between the Swedish and Danish academies of science at the
time. (GVB) #31.2.7
Amiras, Lucas. Zur operativen Grundlegung der Geometrie bei H. Dingler [On the operative
foundation of geometry in H. Dingler], Philosophia Naturalis 39 (2) (2002), 235–258. Dingler’s work in
foundations of geometry is reevaluated and defended in opposition to some earlier assessments. See the
review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01015. (CJ) #31.2.8
Amunátegui, Godofredo Iommi. See #31.2.107.
Andersen, Kirsti. Scandinavia, in #31.2.56, pp. 151–160. (GVB) #31.2.9
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Armijo, Maruxa. A new role for definitions [in Spanish], in #31.2.138, pp. 85–99. Galileo rejected
the fifth definition in Euclid’s Elements, calling it a “theorem to be proved rather than a definition to be
admitted.” The author attempts to determine what Galileo meant by “a definition to be admitted.” (GVB)
#31.2.10
Artmann, Benno. See #31.2.70.
Ausejo, Elena; and Hormigón, Mariano. Spain, in #31.2.56, pp. 231–237. (GVB) #31.2.11
Awodey, Steve; and Reck, Erich H. Completeness and categoricity. I. Nineteenth-century axiomatics
to twentieth-century metalogic, History and Philosophy of Logic 23 (1) (2002), 1–30. This is the first
of two papers on the concepts of categoricity and completeness, containing both technical results and
historical matters. Dedekind’s characterization of the natural numbers and Hilbert’s axiomatization of
Euclidean geometry and the parallel axiomatization of the system of real numbers are given. See #31.2.13
and the review by E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:03012. (TBC) #31.2.12
Awodey, Steve; and Reck, Erich H. Completeness and categoricity. II. Twentieth-century metalogic
to twenty-first-century semantics, History and Philosophy of Logic 23 (2) (2002), 77–94. The sequel
to the authors’ earlier paper (#31.2.12). See the review by E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews
2003j:03013. (TBC) #31.2.13
Azarian, Mohammad K. A summary of mathematical works of Ghiya¯th ud-Dı¯n Jamshı¯d Ka¯sha¯nı¯,
Journal of Recreational Mathematics 29 (1) (1998), 32–42. This paper is a study of Ka¯sha¯nı¯’s personal
life as well as his mathematical achievements. The author briefly discusses Mefta¯h al-hesa¯b, Resa¯leh-e
muhitiyyah, Resa¯leh-e vatar va jaib, Talkhieth al-mefta¯h, and Ka¯sha¯nı¯’s contribution to the development
of decimal fractions. (MA) #31.2.14
Azarian, Mohammad K. Mefta¯h al-hesa¯b: A summary, Missouri Journal of Mathematical Sciences
12 (2) (2000), 75–95. This paper is a summary of Mefta¯h al-hesa¯b (“The Key of Arithmetic” or “The
Calculator’s Key”). In this paper the author presents those topics and ideas from all five books of Mefta¯h
al-hesa¯b that he believes are mathematically significant and easy to communicate in modern notation
without getting into lengthy discussions and complicated calculations. (MA) #31.2.15
Babanin, Olexander S. See #31.2.177.
Bain, Jonathan. See #31.2.58.
Balashov, Yuri. Laws of physics and the universe, in #31.2.17, pp. 107–148. (GVB) #31.2.16
Balashov, Yuri; and Vizgin, Vladimir, eds. Einstein Studies in Russia, Boston: Birkhäuser, 2002,
xvi + 314 pp. This is a collection of essays by Russian scholars on the reception of Einstein’s work
in Russia. Most were previously published in Russian. They include a treatment of Einstein’s interest
in aerodynamics. The essays are listed separately as #31.2.16, #31.2.76, #31.2.77, #31.2.84, #31.2.85,
#31.2.113, #31.2.114, #31.2.202, #31.2.203, and #31.2.208. The review in Mathematical Reviews
2003m:00022 details some inadequacies found by the reviewer, H. Treder. (ACL) #31.2.17
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Theorem of Algebra, in #31.2.53, pp. 13–21. The author points out that Gauss’s first proof ends with a
“little known article” that offers a second proof and argues that the Cauchy–Riemann equations “could
serve as justification for Gauss’s argument and that understanding of those equations was available in
1799.” (HG) #31.2.18
Barra, Mario. Galileo Galilei and probability [in Italian], in #31.2.138, pp. 101–118. A discussion
of Galileo’s writings on probability, including one result that was “deeper than what was later proved by
Gauss in constructing his ‘error curve.”’ (GVB) #31.2.19
Bazhanov, Valentin. Restoration: S.A. Yanovskaya’s path in logic, History and Philosophy of Logic
22 (3) (2001), 129–133. This article deals especially with Yanovskaya’s sudden shift from “hard-line
communist orthodoxy” to “vigorous support of mathematical logic.” (GVB) #31.2.20
Becˇvárˇová, Martina. Euclid’s Elements, Its Editions and Translations [in Czech], Prague: Prome-
theus, 2002, 297 pp. The main parts of this work are descriptions of the following: The predecessors of
Euclid’s Elements, its earliest influences, and its history up to the present; various Czech translations,
including an unsuccessful effort by the Union of Czech Mathematicians between 1870 and 1871;
influences of the Czech translations; and biographies of the translators. Also included are a comparative
survey of manuscript and printed versions in Czech libraries, samples from Josef Smolík’s translation,
and a reproduction of part of his manuscript. (ACL) #31.2.21
Bekken, Otto B. Viète’s generation of triangles. Around Caspar Wessel and the geometric repre-
sentation of complex numbers, Matematisk-fysiske Meddelelser. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes
Selskab 46 (2) (2001), 121–124. The author gives an interpretation of two results of François Viète on the
generation of triangles in terms of complex number multiplication. See the review by Doru S¸tefa˘nescu in
Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01006. (TBC) #31.2.22
Bellhouse, David. On some recently discovered manuscripts of Thomas Bayes, Historia Mathemat-
ica 29 (4) (2002), 383–394. This collection of manuscripts sheds light on several of Bayes’s achieve-
ments, showing, for instance, that his posthumous paper on infinite series was directly motivated by
Maclaurin’s A Treatise of Fluxions. (GVB) #31.2.23
Bellissima, Fabio. The axiomatic–deductive system of the Harmonic Elements of Aristoxenus [in
Italian], Nuncius 17 (1) (2002), 9–44. This study of the Harmonic Elements demonstrates both the
fragility of Aristoxenus’s proofs and the “great adequacy” of his set of axioms. (GVB) #31.2.24
Bennett, Jim. Geometry in context in the sixteenth century: The view from the museum, Early
Science and Medicine 7 (3) (2002), 214–230. Argues that 16th-century geometry should be considered
not so much from the point of view strictly of mathematics, but also with respect to “the agenda of the
period,” such as needs in cartography, surveying, and warfare. (GVB) #31.2.25
Bernays, P. See #31.2.95.
Berndt, Bruce C. The influence of Carr’s Synopsis on Ramanujan, in A.K. Agarwal, Bruce C.
Berndt, Christian F. Krattenthaler, Gary L. Mullen, K. Ramachandra, and Michel Waldschmidt, eds.,
Number Theory and Discrete Mathematics (Birkhäuser, Basel, 2002), pp. 31–35. The author suggests
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in Pure Mathematics Containing Propositions, Formulae, and Methods of Analysis, with Abridged
Demonstrations, 1886. Reprinted from Bruce C. Berndt and Robert Rankin’s Ramanujan: Essays and
Surveys (#30.3.15). See the review by Jiang Zeng in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:11002. (ACL)
#31.2.26
Bertini, Marta. The Treatise on Various Mathematical Instruments of Antonio Santucci [in Italian],
Nuncius 17 (1) (2002), 247–262. This 1593 text contains “magnificent drawings” of many of the most
important mathematical instruments of the 16th century from the Medici collection, now housed at the
Museum of History of Science in Florence. (GVB) #31.2.27
Binder, Christa. Austria, in #31.2.56, pp. 213–219. (GVB) #31.2.28
Boas, Harold P. See #31.2.64.
Bockstaele, Paul. Benelux, in #31.2.56, pp. 45–59. (GVB) #31.2.29
Bolzano, Bernard. Bernard Bolzano-Gesamtausgabe. Reihe II. Nachlass B. Wissenschaftliche
Tagebücher. Band 10. Teil 1 [Bernard Bolzano—Collected Works. Series II. Nachlass B. Scientific
Diaries. Vol. 10. Part 1], edited and with an introduction by Bob van Rootselaar, foreword by Bob van
Rootselaar and Anna van der Lugt, Stuttgart: Friedrich Frommann Verlag Günther Holzboog GmbH &
Co., 2002, 187 pp. This volume contains Bolzano’s daybooks, journals in which he kept a running self-
commentary on works he was reading from November 7, 1818, to October of 1819. See the review by
Joseph W. Dauben in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01043. (TBC) #31.2.30
Boricˇic´, Branislav. See #31.2.191.
Borisov, A.V.; and Mamaev, I.S. On the history of the development of the nonholonomic dynamics,
Regular and Chaotic Dynamics 7 (1) (2002), 43–47. Brief historical overview of nonholonomic dynamics
from the work of Hertz to the present. See the review by Frans Cantrijn in Mathematical Reviews
2003k:70001. (CJ) #31.2.31
Bottazzini, Umberto. Italy, in #31.2.56, pp. 61–95. (GVB) #31.2.32
Brack-Bernsen, Lis; and Hunger, Hermann. TU 11: A collection of rules for the prediction of lunar
phases and of month lengths, SCIAMVS 3 (2002), 3–90. TU 11 is a cuneiform tablet written in Uruk
toward the end of the third century BCE. The authors confirm some of J. Near’s surmises about TU 11
(1951) and they demonstrate in detail the working of the rules. See the review by George Abraham in
Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01001. (TBC) #31.2.33
Bradley, Robert E. Propriety, priority and polemic: Disputes in the Euler–d’Alembert correspon-
dence, in #31.2.53, pp. 22–35. On the background and nature of the disputes between the two over loga-
rithms of negative numbers, over the wave equation, over priority in the discovery of a cuspidal point of
the second kind and in a solution of the problem of the precession of the equinoxes. (HG) #31.2.34
Bradley, Robert E. See also #31.2.5.
Branner, Bodil. See #31.2.204.
236 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Bréard, Andrea. La recomposition des mathématiques chez Zhu Shijie: La constitution d’un domain
spécifique autour du nombre “quatre,” Oriens–Occidens 3 (2000), 259–277. This paper argues that Zhu
Shijie’s extension of the earlier “celestial element” method of solving linear equations to systems with up
to four unknowns remained closely tied to the number 4, and hence does not represent a general theory
of equation-solving, nor is it “algebra” except in “un sens très particulier.” (HG) #31.2.35
Brentjes, Sonja. Arab countries, Turkey, and Iran, in #31.2.56, pp. 317–328. (GVB) #31.2.36
Brigaglia, Aldo. The foundations of geometry in Italy from Cremona to Enriques [in Italian], in
Salvatore Coen, ed., Seminari di Geometria. 2000 (Bologna: Università degli Studi di Bologna, 2001),
pp. 95–117. The author develops the thesis that such contributions as G. Fano’s finite geometries were
considered simply “usual working tools,” as Enriques expressed it, by the Italian geometers. In spite
of the subsequent use of their work in the foundational work of Hilbert and beyond, these “tools”
did not originate for the Italians as a concern with foundations and in fact led them to overlook the
importance of purely foundational problems. See the review by Massimo Galuzzi in Mathematical
Reviews 2003m:01033. (ACL) #31.2.37
Burscheid, Hans Joachim; and Struve, Horst. Die Differentialrechnung nach Leibniz—Eine Rekon-
struktion [The calculus of differentials according to Leibniz—A reconstruction], Studia Leibnitiana 33
(2) (2001), 163–193. The authors show that Bernoulli’s use of differentials did not enable him to make
a consistent reconstruction of Leibniz’s differential calculus. After indicating a revision that could make
Bernoulli’s presentation work, they also give a structuralist reconstruction of Leibniz’s calculus as a net of
theories. See the review by Karl-Heinz Schlote in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01023. (ACL) #31.2.38
Busard, H.L.L. Some thirteenth century redactions of Euclid’s Elements, with special emphasis on
the Books I–V, Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 51 (147) (2001), 225–256. Various
thirteenth-century editions of the Elements are described. Adelard of Bath was likely the first to complete
an Arabic to Latin translation of the Elements. Two others are ascribed to Hermann of Corinthia and
Gerard of Cremona. There is a translation directly from the Greek, possibly based on the works of
Theon of Alexandria. Lost and extant copies are also considered. See the review by Richard L. Francis
in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01014. (ACL) #31.2.39
Calvo, Emilia. See #31.2.62.
Cantrijn, Frans. See #31.2.31.
Carlip, Walter. See #31.2.128.
Casati, Stefano; and Strano, Giorgio. The “whiteness of the moon” and the defense of the Copernican
system in two letters of Galileo at the Institute and Museum of Science in Florence [in Italian], Nuncius
17 (1) (2002), 63–76. An analysis of two letters of Galileo from 1624 and 1640, recently made available,
provides new evidence concerning Galileo’s astronomical activities in his old age. (GVB) #31.2.40
Castrillo, Pilar. Implication and Peirce’s philosophy of logic [in Spanish], Theoria (2) 17 (45) (2002),
517–539. The influence of Peirce’s claim that there is only one primary logical relation (illation or logical
consequence) on his thought is traced. (GVB) #31.2.41
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(2000), 91–113. The conclusion is that mathematical knowledge is “la plus parfaite,” because its
principles are innate and universal, and because in mathematical inference consequents are as true as
antecedents. Throughout, the views of Oresme are contrasted with the (often sharply different) opinions
of Buridan. (HG) #31.2.42
Cellucci, Carlo. The growth of mathematical knowledge: An open world view, in Emily Grosholz
and Herbert Breger, eds., The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 153–
176. The author defines a “closed” world view of mathematics according to Kant and Frege, in which
mathematics must be organized axiomatically to become a true science. He proposes an “open” world
view for the growth of mathematical knowledge motivated by a rejection of axiomatic thinking inspired
by Gödel. (GVB) #31.2.43
Chambers, Llewelyn G. See #31.2.143.
Chandra Hari, K. Genesis and antecedents of ¯Aryabhat
.
ı¯ya, Indian Journal of History of Science 37
(2) (2002), 101–113. Discusses the structure of the ¯Aryabhat
.
ı¯ya and attempts to determine its epoch.
(GVB) #31.2.44
Chandra Hari, K. Date of Haridatta, promulgator of the Parahita system of astronomy in Kerala,
Indian Journal of History of Science 37 (3) (2002), 223–236. Legends associate Haridatta with the
Va¯gbha¯va correction of A.D. 684, but another work has the date A.D. 931. This paper studies the two
dates using modern astronomy. (GVB) #31.2.45
Charette, François. Mathematical Instrumentation in Fourteenth Century Egypt and Syria: The
Illustrated Treatise of Najm al-Dı¯n al-Misrı¯, Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2003, xii + 422 + 136 pp. A critical
edition and translation of a treatise written ca. 1330 on over 100 astronomical and mathematical
instruments. (GVB) #31.2.46
Chatterji, S.D. Hausdorff als Maßtheoretiker, Mathematische Semesterberichte 49 (2) (2002), 129–
143. An outline of Hausdorff’s contributions to measure and integration theory, which are not well
known; also contains his unpublished proof of the impossibility of the existence of a finitely additive
rotation-invariant measure defined for all subsets of S2 ⊂R3. (GVB) #31.2.47
Chemla, Karine. Les problèmes comme champ d’interprétation des algorithmes dans les Neuf
chapitres sur les procédures mathématiques et leurs commentaires. De la résolution des systèmes
d’équations linéaires, Oriens–Occidens 3 (2000), 189–234. This paper contrasts the solutions of systems
of linear equations in the Chinese Nine Chapters and in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯. The Chinese algorithm is seen as
a general procedure, not as the “prisoner” of particular contexts, but—unlike al-Khwa¯rizmı¯—the Chinese
did not take the system itself as the primary object of study. (HG) #31.2.48
Chikrii, A.A. See #31.2.176.
Christensen, Antje. The Incan quipus, Synthese 133 (1–2) (2002), 159–172. A discussion of quipus,
their structure, and what they can tell us about mathematical concepts in Incan society. (GVB) #31.2.49
Ciesielski, Krzysztof. See #31.2.195.
238 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Cohen, Edward L. The Mayan calendars, in #31.2.53, pp. 36–59. An expository survey of Mayan
calendars, of which there are at least six different kinds, and of (especially 20th-century) scholarship on
them. (HG) #31.2.50
Cohen, Edward L. See also #31.2.123.
Cook, Donald. See #31.2.56.
Cotlar, Mischa. See #31.2.153.
Crawford, Vincent P. John Nash and the analysis of strategic behavior, Economics Letters 75 (3)
(2002), 377–382. A description of the influence of four papers on game theory and bargaining written by
Nash between 1950 and 1953, from the point of view of an economist. (GVB) #31.2.51
Crubellier, Michel; and Pellegrin, Pierre. Approches de la Physique d’Aristote, Oriens–Occidens
2 (1998), 1–37. Includes a discussion of Aristotle’s view of the relations between physics and
mathematics—for example, the respective positions of these sciences in his classification of knowledge
and his opposition to Platonist attempts to reduce physics to mathematics. (HG) #31.2.52
Cupillari, Antonella, ed. Proceedings of the Canadian Society for the History and Philosophy of
Mathematics, vol. 15, 2002, paperbound, 182 pp. This volume contains most of the papers delivered at
the 28th annual meeting of the CSHPM, held at the University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, in May
2002. The papers are abstracted separately as #31.2.1, #31.2.4, #31.2.18, #31.2.34, #31.2.50, #31.2.54,
#31.2.81, #31.2.83, #31.2.102, #31.2.111, #31.2.119, #31.2.122, #31.2.139, #31.2.142, #31.2.171,
#31.2.174, #31.2.187, and #31.2.198. (HG) #31.2.53
Cupillari, Antonella. Rules of differentiation: Learning from Leibniz and Agnesi, in #31.2.53,
pp. 60–63. On Leibniz’s first attempts (c. 1675) to obtain rules for differentiation of products and
quotients and Agnesi’s presentation of these in “the first calculus book designed as a teaching tool”
(1748). (HG) #31.2.54
D’Ambrosio, Ubiratan; Garciadiego, Alejandro R.; Dauben, Joseph W.; and Fraser, Craig G. The
Americas, in #31.2.56, pp. 249–287. (GVB) #31.2.55
Damhus, Flemming. See #31.2.204.
Dauben, Joseph W.; and Scriba, Christoph J., eds. Writing the History of Mathematics: Its Historical
Development, Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag, 2002, xxxviii + 689 pp. Half of this volume consists of
historiographical essays on the history of mathematics in 19 regions of the world by 44 contributors;
these and other contributions are listed separately as #31.2.9, #31.2.11, #31.2.28, #31.2.29, #31.2.32,
#31.2.36, #31.2.55, #31.2.57, #31.2.59, #31.2.65, #31.2.75, #31.2.87, #31.2.89, #31.2.127, #31.2.145,
#31.2.149, #31.2.154, #31.2.157, #31.2.172, and #31.2.173. The second half is largely a collection of
300 biographies of historians of mathematics, with many portraits. They range in date from the fourth
century B.C. to the 1970s. The volume concludes with an extensive bibliography and index of names.
See the review by Donald Cook in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01063. (ACL) #31.2.56
Dauben, Joseph W.; Peiffer, Jeanne; Scriba, Christoph J.; and Wussing, Hans. Postscriptum, in
#31.2.56, pp. 329–339. (GVB) #31.2.57
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Dell’Aglio, Luca. On the “semi-empirical” nature of absolute differential calculus, Archives
Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 51 (146) (2001), 108–142. The author claims that the conceptual
development of general relativity was influenced by concepts associated with the “absolute differential
calculus.” See the review by Jonathan Bain in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01012. (TBC) #31.2.58
Demidov, Sergei S. Russia and the U.S.S.R., in #31.2.56, pp. 179–197. (GVB) #31.2.59
Demidov, Sergei S.; Parshin, Alexei N.; Shafarevich, Igor R.; Petrova, Svetlana S.; Smirnova,
Galina S.; and Tikhomirov, Vladimir M. Isabella Grigoryevna Bashmakova on the eightieth anniversary
of her birth, Historia Mathematica 29 (4) (2002), 370–382. This account of historian of mathematics
Bashmakova’s life and work includes an extensive bibliography. (GVB) #31.2.60
Densmore, Dana. See #31.2.70.
Dhombres, Jean. “Mettre la géométrie en crédit”: Découverte, signification et utilisation du
métacentre inventé par Pierre Bouguer, Sciences et Techniques en Perspective (2) 3 (2) (1999), 305–363.
Presentations of a ship’s “metacenter” (a geometric point related to stability), beginning with Bouguer in
1746, are used to study the process of mathematization, and the tension between theory and practice, in
the 18th century. (HG) #31.2.61
Díaz-Fajardo, Montse. The Theory of Trepidation in a Moroccan Astronomer of the Fifteenth
Century: Study and Critical Edition of the Kita¯b al-adwa¯r fı¯ tasyı¯r al-anwa¯r (First Part) of Abu¯ cAbd
Alla¯h al-Baqqa¯r, Barcelona: Universitat de Barcelona, Instituto “Millás Vallicrosa” de Historia de la
Ciencia Árabe, 2001, 109 pp. This is a commentary and critical edition of the first part of the Kita¯b al-
adwa¯r fı¯ tasyı¯r al-anwa¯r. This first part, entitled Fı¯ baya¯n araka¯t al-falak al-kuliyya, is devoted to the
theory of trepidation and was written by Abu¯ cAbd Alla¯h al-Baqqa¯r, a 15th-century astronomer from Fez.
The treatise illustrates how the astronomy of the Maghrib began to assimilate Andalusian and Oriental
traditions. A detailed review is given by Emilia Calvo in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01011. (ACL)
#31.2.62
Dieks, Dennis. See #31.2.190.
Dietz, Klaus; and Heesterbeek, J.A.P. Daniel Bernoulli’s epidemiological model revisited, Mathe-
matical Biosciences 180 (2002), 1–21. An analysis of Bernoulli’s 1766 paper on the age-specific equilib-
rium prevalence of immune individuals in an endemic potentially lethal infectious disease, including his
formula for the endemic prevalence of susceptibles. (GVB) #31.2.63
Dolbeault, Pierre. 30 ans de géométrie analytique: Sur les travaux de J.-B. Poly, in Gilles Raby and
Frédéric Symesak, eds., Actes des rencontres d’analyse complexe (Poitiers: Atlantique, 2002), pp. 51–
61. Historical survey of Jean-Baptiste Poly’s work circa 1969. See the review by Harold P. Boas in
Mathematical Reviews 2003k:32002. (CJ) #31.2.64
Domoradzki, Stanisłav; and Pawlikowska-Broz˙ek, Zofia. Poland, in #31.2.56, pp. 199–203. (GVB)
#31.2.65
Eckert, Michael. See #31.2.189.
240 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Elliott, P.D.T.A. “Cast thy bread upon the waters. . . ”: A personal view of the mathematician Paul
Erdo˝s, in Gábor Halász, László Lovász, Miklós Simonovits, and Vera T. Sós, eds., Paul Erdo˝s and
His Mathematics, I (Budapest: János Bolyai Mathematical Society, 2002), pp. 175–218. Personal and
historical account of Erdo˝s’s work, especially in probabilistic number theory. See the review by D.R.
Heath-Brown in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:11001. (CJ) #31.2.66
Englebretsen, George. Syllogistic: Old wine in new bottles, History and Philosophy of Logic 23
(1) (2002), 31–35. English-speaking logicians in the late 19th century formulated formal logic as a
branch of mathematics, while those on the continent formulated formal logic for use in the foundations of
mathematics. The work of the former group, abandoned by World War I, has been revived partly through
the work of Fred Sommers. (GVB) #31.2.67
Epple, Moritz. Präzision versus Exaktheit: Konfligierende Ideale der angewandten mathematischen
Forschung. Das Beispiel der Tragflügeltheorie [Precision versus exactness: Conflicting ideals in applied
mathematical research. The example of lifting wing theory], Berichte zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte 25
(3) (2002), 171–193. Using an achievement in the history of flight, the author argues that the value of
mathematical reasoning in generating scientific precision has to do with “tools for the production of data,
rather than in its adherence to an ideal of exactness.” (GVB) #31.2.68
Ermolaeva, N.S. N.N. Luzin’s third letter to M.Ya. Vygodskiı˘ and the edition of the Mathematical
Encyclopedia that was never published [in Russian], Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 3 (38)
(1998), 92–99. An examination of a letter written in 1934 from Luzin to Vygodskiı˘. See also #31.2.130.
(GVB) #31.2.69
Euclid. Euclid’s Elements, translated by Thomas Little Heath, edited by Dana Densmore, Santa Fe,
NM: Green Lion Press, 2002, xxx + 499 pp. The text itself and the figures are taken from the English
translation of the Greek original by Heath, first published in 1908. A feature of this volume is the
biographical information provided about Heath. For a more serious historical study, Heath’s edition is
still indispensable. See the review by Benno Artmann in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01044. (TBC)
#31.2.70
Fara, Patricia. Newton: The Making of Genius, New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 2002, xvi+347 pp.
The aim of the book is to examine “how Newton was converted into the world’s first scientific
genius.” It includes accounts of disciples William Whiston, George Cheyne, and John Theophilus
Desaguliers. Topics include the role of Newton’s image in the ideology of French revolutionaries and
the transformation of his figure into a British scientific hero. See the review by Massimo Galuzzi in
Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01046. (ACL) #31.2.71
Feist, Richard. Weyl’s appropriation of Husserl’s and Poincaré’s thought, Synthese 132 (3) (2002),
273–301. This study of Weyl’s The Continuum and Space–Time–Matter indicates that “Weyl employed
Poincaré’s predicativist concerns to modify Husserl’s semantics and trim Husserl’s ontology.” (GVB)
#31.2.72
Fernández, José L. Ahlfors: The first Fields Medal [in Spanish], La Gaceta de la Real Sociedad
Matemática Española 5 (2) (2002), 431–442. Describes Ahlfors’s contributions to complex analysis and
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See the review by Ivor Grattan-Guinness in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01016. (CJ) #31.2.73
Folkerts, Menso. Zum Leben von C.F. Gauß, Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in
Hamburg 21 (1) (2002), 5–20. A presentation of important events in Carl Friedrich Gauss’s life, culled
from three biographical works. (GVB) #31.2.74
Folkerts, Menso; Scriba, Christoph J.; and Wussing, Hans. Germany, in #31.2.56, pp. 109–150.
(GVB) #31.2.75
Francis, Richard L. See #31.2.39.
Fraser, Craig G. See #31.2.55 and #31.2.163.
Frenkel, Viktor. Einstein and Friedmann, in #31.2.17, pp. 1–15. (GVB) #31.2.76
Frenkel, Viktor; and Yavelov, Boris. “What may happen to a man who thinks a great deal but reads
very little,” in #31.2.17, pp. 297–306. (GVB) #31.2.77
Frenkel, Viktor. See also #31.2.203.
Fuhrmann, André. Russell’s way out of the paradox of propositions, History and Philosophy of
Logic 23 (3) (2002), 197–213. Discusses the fairly simple solution Russell finally adopted for solving the
paradox of propositions. See the review by Marcel Guillaume in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01017.
(CJ) #31.2.78
Gaillard, François. See #31.2.95.
Galuzzi, Massimo. See #31.2.37 and #31.2.71.
Garciadiego, Alejandro R. See #31.2.55.
Gardies, Jean-Louis. Sur l’axiomatique de l’arithmétique euclidienne, Oriens–Occidens 2 (1998),
125–140. The author argues that the arithmetic of Books VII–IX rests not on axioms but on the linguistic
form of the definitions at the beginning of Book VII, in which Euclid used the first-order predicate
calculus “comme Monsieur Jourdain pratiquait la prose.” (HG) #31.2.79
Glas, Eduard. Socially conditioned mathematical change: The case of the French Revolution, Studies
in History and Philosophy of Science 33A (4) (2002), 709–728. Social forces such as reorganization and
the formation of a new mathematical community were the causes (rather than the effects) of mathematical
change at the time of the French Revolution. (GVB) #31.2.80
Glaus, John. Jean le Rond d’Alembert, 1717–1783: L’enfant terrible du siècle des lumières, in
#31.2.53, pp. 64–72. Graced by original cartoons, this biographical sketch sets d’Alembert against the
social and scientific context of his time. Themes include his role in the precession controversy, his
contributions to the Encyclopedie, and his correspondence with Euler. (HG) #31.2.81
Glock, Hans-Johann, ed. Wittgenstein: A Critical Reader, Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2001, xxviii +
381 pp. The 17 articles in this volume are scholarly, but are also aimed at undergraduate and graduate
students; some emphasize the relevance of Wittgenstein’s ideas to modern debates. (GVB) #31.2.82
242 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Godard, Roger. Numerical PDEs: An historical sketch, in #31.2.53, pp. 73–87. This survey ranges
from Boltzmann to the mid-1960s, with sections on the finite-difference calculus (stressing the work of
L.F. Richardson) and on the German, English, and American schools; this last section discusses the early
use of computers. (HG) #31.2.83
Gorelik, Gennady. The problem of conservation laws and the Poincaré quasigroup in general
relativity, in #31.2.17, pp. 17–43. (GVB) #31.2.84
Gorelik, Gennady. Hermann Weyl and large numbers in relativistic cosmology, in #31.2.17, pp. 91–
106. (GVB) #31.2.85
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. Re-interpreting “ Y”: Kempe on multisets and Peirce on graphs, 1886–1905,
Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society 38 (3) (2002), 327–350. The interaction between Kempe
and Peirce, especially on the early stages of Peirce’s work on existential graphs. (GVB) #31.2.86
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. The British Isles, in #31.2.56, pp. 161–178. (GVB) #31.2.87
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor, ed. History of the Mathematical Sciences, Delhi: Hindustani Book Agency,
2004, 236 pp. Selected proceedings of a conference held in Delhi in December 2001. Seventeen articles
in total: the first part on “general and philosophical issues,” then three parts divided geographically into
India, the Near East, and Europe and America. (IGG) #31.2.88
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. See also #31.2.73.
Guillaume, Marcel. See #31.2.78 and #31.2.95.
Günergun, Feza. See #31.2.104.
Gupta, Radha Charan. India, in #31.2.56, pp. 307–315. (GVB) #31.2.89
Harari, Orna. The concept of existence and the role of constructions in Euclid’s Elements, Archive
for History of Exact Sciences 57 (1) (2003), 1–23. Argues that geometrical constructions did not play the
role of determining the existence of geometrical objects, but rather that they were a “means of exhibiting
spatial relations between geometrical figures.” (GVB) #31.2.90
Hardy, Anne. See #31.2.132.
Harkleroad, Leon. See #31.2.150.
Harman, Glyn. One hundred years of normal numbers, in M.A. Bennett, B.C. Berndt, N. Boston,
H.G. Diamond, A.J. Hildebrand, and W. Philipp, eds., Number Theory for the Millennium, II (Natick,
MA: A.K. Peters, 2002), pp. 149–166. Survey of 20th-century developments in metric number theory,
with an emphasis on Borel’s notion of a normal number. See the review by Tanguy Rivoal in
Mathematical Reviews 2003k:11124. (CJ) #31.2.91
Hashimoto, Keizo. See #31.2.178.
Hawlitschek, Kurt. Die Deutschlandreise des René Descartes, Berichte zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte
25 (4) (2002), 235–252. Reliable information on the young Descartes is difficult to find. The author
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258 243retraces Decartes’s trip to Germany, including a visit to the mathematician and fortress builder Johan
Faulhaber. (GVB) #31.2.92
Hayashi, Takao. See #31.2.131.
Heath, Thomas Little. See #31.2.70.
Heath-Brown, D.R. See #31.2.66.
Heesterbeek, J.A.P. See #31.2.63.
Henschel, Ann M. See #31.2.93.
Hentschel, Klaus. The Einstein Tower. An Intertexture of Dynamic Construction, Relativity Theory,
and Astronomy, translated from the German by Ann M. Hentschel, Stanford, CA: Stanford Univ. Press,
1997, xvi + 226 pp. Erwin F. Freundlich was the first German astronomer to take an interest in verifying
the theory of relativity experimentally. With personal intervention from Einstein, Freundlich was able to
pursue this goal, and he became the first full-time scientist at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Physical
Science, known informally as the Einstein Tower. (GVB) #31.2.93
Higashi, Shin’ichiro. Penser les mathématiques au XVIe siècle. La philosophie des mathématiques
chez Marcantonio Zimara (1475/76–avant 1537), Historia Scientiarum (2) 11 (2) (2001), 143–
167. After providing some of the Aristotelian background, especially the philosophy of Aristotle’s
commentator Averroes, the author analyzes Zimara’s philosophy. See the review by Eberhard Knobloch
in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01020. (ACL) #31.2.94
Hilbert, David; and Bernays, P. Fondements des mathématiques, 2 vols., translated from German to
French by François Gaillard and Marcel Guillaume, Paris: L’Harmattan, 2001, vol. 1: 607 pp., vol. 2:
624 pp. A French translation of this classic work, which appeared originally in 1934 and 1939; this
translation comes from the second edition. (GVB) #31.2.95
Hintikka, Jaakko. Knowledge of functions in the growth of mathematical knowledge, in Emily
Grosholz and Herbert Breger, eds., The Growth of Mathematical Knowledge (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000),
pp. 1–15. In an attempt to assist the laying out of the conceptual landscape of mathematics, the author
approaches the history of (especially) early mathematics using “the logic of questions and answers.”
(GVB) #31.2.96
Hitchcock, David. See #31.2.186.
Hogendijk, Jan P. The burning mirrors of Diocles: Reflections on the methodology and purpose of
the history of pre-modern science, Early Science and Medicine 7 (3) (2002), 181–197. A call for both
the needless duplication of work in Arabic science and the need to bring it to a wider audience. (GVB)
#31.2.97
Hogendijk, Jan P. See also #31.2.6.
Horiuchi, Annick. Introduction [to a section called “L’Algèbre en Chine”], Oriens–Occidens 3
(2000), 183–187. The section contains papers by Andrea Bréard, Karine Chemla, and Annick Horiuchi,
respectively; these are abstracted separately as #31.2.35, #31.2.48, and #31.2.99. This introduction
244 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258considers the problems of characterizing Chinese algebra and of identifying a fundamental text and
tradition analogous to the work of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ in the West. (HG) #31.2.98
Horiuchi, Annick. La notion de Yan Duan: Quelques réflexions sur les méthodes “algébriques” de
résolution de problèmes en Chine aux Xe et XIe siècles, Oriens–Occidens 3 (2000), 235–258. In the yan
duan method the various quantities specified by a problem are represented by areas, in a way which
“seems” to function heuristically in the discovery of the corresponding equation. The paper locates
this technique in the general history of solution procedures in China, especially the later method of
the “celestial unknown” (tian yuan). (HG) #31.2.99
Hormigón, Mariano. See #31.2.11.
Houzel, Christian. How to appraise the role of Bourbaki in the history of mathematics [in Russian],
Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 6 (41) (2001), 100–110. Although the war effort pushed
many nations’ mathematics to the applied side in the early 1940s, the Bourbaki group in occupied
France was not affected; they produced an abstract package of algebra and general topology that moved
mathematics away from physics. (GVB) #31.2.100
Howarth, Richard J. Fitting geomagnetic fields before the invention of least squares, II. William
Whiston’s isoclinic maps of southern England (1719 and 1721), Annals of Science 60 (1) (2003), 63–
84. Whiston’s work precedes Graham’s measurement of the ratio of horizontal and vertical magnetic
intensities by 4 years, the publication of Meyer’s method by 31 years, and the Legendre–Gauss method
of least squares by 86 years. (GVB) #31.2.101
Hritonenko, Natali. See #31.2.185.
Hughes, Barnabas. The geometric algebra of Leonardo da Pisa, a.k.a. Fibonacci: An octo-centennial
tribute 1202–2002, in #31.2.53, pp. 88–95. The author argues that even in the “algebraic” section of
Chapter 15 of Liber Abbaci, which mostly tackles number-theoretic as opposed to “practical” problems,
geometry “is frequently beckoned from the wings” to clarify the process of solution; “Leonardo of Pisa
was at heart a geometrician.” (HG) #31.2.102
Hunger, Hermann. See #31.2.33.
Hyde, Dominic. Richard (Routley) Sylvan: Writings on logic and metaphysics, History and
Philosophy of Logic 22 (4) (2001), 181–205. This Australian philosopher’s view of the centrality of
logic opened up avenues in metaphysics. (GVB) #31.2.103
˙Ihsanog˘lu, Ekmeleddin; and Günergun, Feza, eds. Science in Islamic Civilisation, Istanbul: Research
Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture, 2000, vi + 289 pp. This volume arises from a conference on
science and technology in the Turkish and Islamic world held in Istanbul in 1994. Some of the 23 papers
will be abstracted separately; one has already been abstracted as #29.3.167. (GVB) #31.2.104
Il’ina, E.A. On Euclid’s Data, Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 7 (42) (2002), 201–208.
An interpretation of the meaning of the phrase “given in magnitude” and a related commentary on the
first 24 propositions of the Data. (GVB) #31.2.105
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258 245Jakubowski, Zbigniew J. Some reflections concerning bounded univalent functions [in Polish],
Zeszyty Naukowe Politechniki Rzeszowskiej. Matematyka 26 (2002), 5–30. A survey containing well-
known results in the theory of univalent functions. The last section of the paper is devoted to
the achievements of mathematicians from Lódz´, Poland and an interesting biographical sketch of
Z. Charzyn´ski. See the review by Dimitri Valentinovic´ Prokhorov in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:30032.
(TBC) #31.2.106
Jha, K. See #31.2.151.
Jiménez Urroz, Jorge. De partitione numerorum [in Spanish], Gaceta de la Real Sociedad
Matemática Española 5 (2) (2002), 443–454. The history of finding the number of partitions from
Euler to the present day. See the review by Godofredo Iommi Amunátegui in Mathematical Reviews
2003j:01049. (TBC) #31.2.107
Johansen, Nils Voje. See #31.2.204.
Kenny, Anthony. Frege. An Introduction to the Founder of Modern Analytic Philosophy, Oxford:
Blackwell Publishers, 2000, xii + 223 pp. This book is intended to be a first introduction to Frege
for the general reader. A biographical introduction is followed by a tour through all of Frege’s
major publications. A final chapter discusses Frege’s achievements, and there are two appendices, on
Frege’s logical notation and on issues of translation, respectively. In his generally favorable review
in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01034 Kai F. Wehmeier lists a number of errors and possible
shortcomings. (ACL) #31.2.108
Kjeldsen, Tinne Hoff. Different motivations and goals in the historical development of the theory
of systems of linear inequalities, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 56 (6) (2002), 469–538. Broad
overview of the history of the theory of linear inequalities from the 1830s to the 1950s. See the review
by Fouad T. Aleskerov in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01013. (CJ) #31.2.109
Klee, Robert. The revenge of Pythagoras: How a mathematical sharp practice undermines the
contemporary design argument in astrophysical cosmology, British Journal of Philosophy of Science 53
(3) (2002), 331–354. Scientific and mathematical cases that claim to find evidence for intelligent design
of the universe (starting from Eddington and Dirac in the 1920s) are flawed by an improper use of orders
of magnitude. (GVB) #31.2.110
Kleiner, Israel. Fermat: The founder of modern number theory, in #31.2.53, pp. 96–103. An account
of Fermat’s “intellectual debts” is followed by descriptions of his work in several areas (Fermat’s
“Little Theorem,” sums of two squares, Fermat’s “Last Theorem,” the Bachet and Pell equations, Fermat
numbers), with, in each case, a survey of later developments. (HG) #31.2.111
Knobloch, Eberhard. Leibniz’s rigorous foundation of infinitesimal geometry by means of Rie-
mannian sums, Synthese 133 (1–2) (2002), 59–73. This paper deals with a 1675 treatise by Leibniz
entitled “On the arithmetical quadrature of the circle, the ellipse, and the hyperbola,” which includes a
rigorous approach to infinitely small and infinitely large quantities, using Riemann sums to handle the
integrability of continuous functions. (GVB) #31.2.112
Knobloch, Eberhard. See also #31.2.94.
246 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Kojevnikov, Alexei. Einstein’s fluctuation formula and the wave–particle duality, in #31.2.17,
pp. 181–228. (GVB) #31.2.113
Kojevnikov, Alexei. Dirac’s quantum electrodynamics, in #31.2.17, pp. 229–259. (GVB) #31.2.114
Konagaya, Daisuke. The methodology of Planck’s radiation theory, Historia Scientiarum (2) 12 (1)
(2002), 43–58. Attempts to answer the question why Planck worked out the concept of energy quanta in
the context of his heat radiation theory. (GVB) #31.2.115
Kopácˇková, Alena. Phylogenesis of the concept of a function [in Czech], in Jindrˇich Becˇvárˇ and
Eduard Fuchs, eds., Mathematics throughout the Ages, II [in Czech] (Prague: Prometheus, 2001), pp. 46–
80. Exposition of the history of the function concept through various historical periods. See the review
by Štefan Porubský in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01003. (CJ) #31.2.116
Koreuber, Mechthild; and Tobies, Renate. Emmy Noether—Begründerin einer mathematischen
Schule [Emmy Noether—Founder of a mathematical school], Mitteilungen der Deutschen Mathematiker-
Vereinigung 2002 (3), 8–21. A biographical sketch of Noether and a description of her 18 doctoral
students are followed by an argument for designating her as the founder of a school. See the review
by Karl-Heinz Schlote in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01049. (ACL) #31.2.117
Kragh, Helge. The vortex atom: A Victorian theory of everything, Centaurus 44 (1–2) (2002), 32–
114. Vortex theory, which thrived in the second half of the 19th century, applied to various scientific
studies such as spectra, gas theory, gravitation, and the ether, but was “patently wrong.” This paper traces
the life of the theory and searches for traces of it in modern physics. (GVB) #31.2.118
Kreyszig, Erwin. Classical roots of modern numerics, in #31.2.53, pp. 104–121. Here “modern”
means “post-World War II” and “classical” means “16th century ff.” Sections cover logarithms,
interpolation methods, integration methods, numerical methods for differential equations, and the impact
of computers. (HG) #31.2.119
Kuo, Hui-Hsiung. A quarter century of white noise theory, in T. Hida and K. Saitô, eds., Quantum
Information IV (River Edge, NJ: World Scientific, 2002), pp. 1–37. Since T. Hida established the theory
of white noise in 1975, the field has undergone considerable development. (GVB) #31.2.120
Lacki, Jan. Observability, anschaulichkeit and abstraction: A journey into Werner Heisenberg’s
science and philosophy, Fortschritte der Physik 50 (5–7) (2002), 440–458. The review by Arne
Schirrmacher in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:81006 points out that this account is uncritically focused
on Heisenberg, lacks historical context, and has not benefited from recent literature on the topic. (ACL)
#31.2.121
Lavers, Gregory. See #31.2.122.
Laverty, David; and Lavers, Gregory. Frege, Carnap, conceptual analysis, and conventionalism, in
#31.2.53, pp. 122–127. The authors contrast the logicist programs of Frege and of Carnap in terms of
whether conceptual analysis must cohere with preanalytic intuitions (respectively yes and no). They base
on this contrast a criticism of the neo-Fregean program of Wright and Hale and sketch a methodology
which (they assert) occupies a middle position. (HG) #31.2.122
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258 247Lavrinenko, Tatiana. Solving an indeterminate third degree equation in rational numbers. Sylvester
and Lucas, Revue d’Histoire des Mathématiques 8 (1) (2002), 67–111. This article concerns the problem
of solving Diophantine equations in rational numbers, for which the 19th century broke from the
centuries-old tradition of the purely algebraic treatment of this problem. Special attention is paid to
Sylvester’s work. See the review by Edward L. Cohen in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01016. (TBC)
#31.2.123
Lenhard, Johannes; and Otte, Michael. Analyse und Synthese—Von Leibniz und Kant zum
axiomatischen Denken, Philosophia Naturalis 39 (2) (2002), 259–292. Various ideas of Kant are explored
for philosophy of mathematics and for axiomatizing mathematical theories. See the review by Volker
Peckhaus in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:00006. (CJ) #31.2.124
Levine, James. On Russell’s vulnerability to Russell’s paradox, History and Philosophy of Logic 22
(4) (2001), 207–231. Argues (contra Hylton) that in his pre-Peano period, Russell was insulated against
his later-discovered paradox. (GVB) #31.2.125
Lévy-Leblond, Jean-Marc. Columella’s formula, Mathematical Intelligencer 25 (2) (2003), 51–54.
An analysis of a formula for the area of a field in the shape of a segment of a circle by the first century
Roman agronomist, Columella. The author demonstrates that the formula works well only for circle
segments not much greater than a half circle. (FA) #31.2.126
Lewis, Albert C. See #31.2.8 and #31.2.161.
Liu, Dun; and Dauben, Joseph W. China, in #31.2.56, pp. 297–306. (GVB) #31.2.127
Livio, Mario. The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi, the World’s Most Astonishing Number, New York:
Broadway Books, 2002, x + 294 pp. Popular and readable exposition of the golden ratio and its history.
Challenges questionable claims about the occurrence of the golden ratio in art and architecture, and
offers some thoughts on the aesthetics of mathematics. See the review by Walter Carlip in Mathematical
Reviews 2003k:11025. (CJ) #31.2.128
Locqueneux, Robert. Fontenelle et les tourbillons Cartésiens à l’aube des lumières, Sciences et
Techniques en Perspective (2) 3 (2) (1999), 447–480. This paper includes discussions, in the context
of the vortex theory, of the views of Fontenelle and others on issues arising from the mathematization
of such theories, for example, the “illusory” relevance of mathematical abstractions like infinitesimals.
(HG) #31.2.129
Lohani, A.B. See #31.2.151.
Lützen, Jesper. See #31.2.204.
Luxemburg, W.A.J. See #31.2.133.
Luzin, N.N.; and Vygodskiı˘, M.Ya. The third letter of N.N. Luzin to M.Ya. Vygodskiı˘ and the
archival documents related to it, Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 3 (38) (1998), 100–118.
These documents relate to plans for a mathematical encyclopedia that would never be published. See
also #31.2.69. (GVB) #31.2.130
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.
a’s formulas for various series. See the review by Takao Hayashi in Mathematical
Reviews 2003k:01007. (CJ) #31.2.131
Magnello, Eileen; and Hardy, Anne, eds. The Road to Medical Statistics, Amsterdam/New York:
Rodopi, 2002, 154 pp. Six articles on topics including medical measurement, inoculation, the British
Registrar Generalship, and Karl Pearson and biometry. (IGG) #31.2.132
Maharam, D. Paul Erdo˝s and finitely additive measures, in Gábor Halász, László Lovász, Miklós
Simonovits, and Vera T. Sós, eds., Paul Erdo˝s and His Mathematics, I (Budapest: János Bolyai
Mathematical Society, 2002), 27–29. Dorothy Maraham relates her experiences as the first Emmy
Noether Fellow in Mathematics at the Institute for Advanced Study in relation to the support received
from Paul Erdo˝s. See the review by W.A.J. Luxemburg in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:28010. (TBC)
#31.2.133
Maiti, Nandalal. On the principle of verification in ancient Indian mathematics, Gan
.
ita-Bha¯ratı¯ 24
(1–4) (2002), 99–104. Examples are given from ancient Indian mathematics of a technique that hints
at methods of verification, as opposed to statements of rules, that were probably present in the oral
tradition but are absent in the written record. See the review by Willard Parker in Mathematical Reviews
2003m:01013. (ACL) #31.2.134
Malysheva, L.N. See #31.2.185.
Mamaev, I.S. See #31.2.31.
Marchetti, Giancarlo; Rignani, O.; and Sorge, V., eds. Ratio et superstitio. Essays in Honor of
Graziella Federici Vescovini, Louvain-la-Neuve: Brepols, 2003. A collection of 24 essays on the relation
between ratio and superstitio, from medieval reflections to modern speculation. (GVB) #31.2.135
Mason, Stephen. Galileo’s scientific discoveries, cosmological confrontations, and the aftermath,
History of Science 40 (4) (2002), 377–406. A revised and extended treatment of Galileo over what appears
in the author’s 1953 book History of the Sciences: Main Currents of Scientific Thought, in response to
historian Casper Hakfoort’s lamenting of the lack of comprehensive science histories. (GVB) #31.2.136
Mastrobisi, Giorgio Jules. Albert Einstein’s “Singapore manuscript” (1923): Toward a theory of
the “unified field” between physical possibility and mathematical necessity [in Italian], Nuncius 17 (1)
(2002), 269–305. This manuscript, published here, is the first draft of a paper in which Einstein attempted
to demonstrate the superiority of his theory over the alternative theories of “gravitation” and “unified
field” posited by Weyl and Eddington. (GVB) #31.2.137
McMurran, Shawnee L. See #31.2.187.
Mendelson, E. See #31.2.12, #31.2.13, and #31.2.188.
Montesinos, José; and Solís, Carlos. Philosophy on a Wide Scale [in Spanish], La Orotava:
Fundación Canaria Orotava de Historia de la Ciencia, 2001, 985 pp. Many of the 54 papers in this
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258 249collection on aspects of Galileo’s life and work, arising from a conference in Tenerife in 2001, are written
in English. (GVB) #31.2.138
Moore, Gregory H. Ken, Communism, and Canada: Remembering seven years as a graduate student
of Kenneth O. May, in #31.2.53, pp. 128–134. Aspects of May’s background, personal life, teaching, and
research methodology, including four lessons that he imparted about “researching and writing the history
of mathematics.” The author studied under May at the University of Toronto between 1970 and May’s
death in 1977. (HG) #31.2.139
Motterlini, Matteo. Reconstructing Lakatos: A reassessment of Lakatos’ epistemological project in
the light of the Lakatos Archive, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 33A (3) (2002), 487–509.
This paper revisits Lakatos’s work on epistemology, claiming that his “most fruitful ideas came from a
peculiar philosophical combination of Hegelian historicism and Popperian fallibilism.” (GVB) #31.2.140
Munn, Douglas. Obituary, Robert Alexander Rankin (1915–2001). Glasgow Mathematical Journal
44 (3) (2002), 569–575. This obituary does not describe Rankin’s mathematical or historical work
but does include a listing of his publications. See the review by F.J. Papp in Mathematical Reviews
2003m:01053. (ACL) #31.2.141
Muntersbjorn, Madeline M. Who does mathematics?, in #31.2.53, pp. 135–141. The author criticizes
Frege’s separation of the epistemology of mathematics from the psychology of learning it as implying,
for her title question, the answers “everyone” and “no one,” respectively. Insights from “the nursery” and
from ethology suggest instead (she claims) a view of the “universality” of mathematics, in which practice
“generates” knowledge. (HG) #31.2.142
Murawski, Roman. See #31.2.186.
Nakata, Ryoichi. The general principles for resolving mechanical problems in d’Alembert, Clairaut
and Euler, Historia Scientiarum 12 (1) (2002), 18–42. Analyzes the similarities and differences among
various 18th century approaches to solving mechanical problems. See the review by Llewelyn G.
Chambers in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01011. (CJ) #31.2.143
Narkiewicz, W. See #31.2.146.
Negri, Sara; and von Plato, Jan. Hilbert’s last problem [in Finnish], Arkhimedes 2002 (5), 17–20.
Hilbert’s unannounced 24th problem was to find criteria for the simplicity of proofs and to construct a
general theory of proof methods. This paper discusses the extent to which proof theory has accomplished
the latter goal. (GVB) #31.2.144
Neuenschwander, Erwin. Switzerland, in #31.2.56, pp. 97–107. (GVB) #31.2.145
Neumann, O. Was sollen und was sind Divisoren? [What are divisors and what can we do with
them?], Mathematische Semesterberichte 48 (2) (2002), 139–192. Contains a survey of the historical
development of Kronecker’s theory of divisors, as well as some contemporary extensions of these ideas
in abstract algebra. See the review by W. Narkiewicz in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:13021. (CJ)
#31.2.146
250 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Novikov, S.P. The second half of the 20th century at its results: The crisis of the society of physicists
and mathematicians in Russia and in the West [in Russian], Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2)
7 (42) (2002), 326–356. Decays began in the fields of theoretical physics and mathematics at the end of
the 20th century. The author asks how long it will take before intellectual recovery begins. (GVB)
#31.2.147
Novosëlov, M.M. On the history of discussions on intuitionistic logic [in Russian], Istoriko-
Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 5 (40) (2000), 272–281. Discusses the formalization of intuitionistic
logic in the 1920s and its reception and development in Russia. See the review by A. Tauts in
Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01020. (CJ) #31.2.148
Nový, Luboš. Bohemian countries, in #31.2.56, pp. 205–212. (GVB) #31.2.149
Odifreddi, Piergiorgio. Recursive functions: An archeological look, in C.S. Calude, M.J. Dinneen,
and S. Sburlan, eds., Combinatorics, Computability and Logic (London: Springer Verlag, 2001), 13–31.
This paper is a survey addressing “if and how the basic ideas and methods used in a restricted area of
logic derive from, or at least interact with, a wider mathematical and intellectual experience.” The author
traces recursion theory from the Rhind Papyrus and Archimedes to Banach and Gödel. See the review by
Leon Harkleroad in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:03002. (TBC) #31.2.150
Otte, Michael. See #31.2.124.
Pant, R.P.; Jha, K.; and Lohani, A.B. A history of fixed point theorems, The Nepali Mathematical
Sciences Report 19 (1–2) (2001), 5–17. Includes many of the major discoveries from among the over
7000 results on fixed point theorems. (GVB) #31.2.151
Papp, F.J. See #31.2.141.
Parker, Willard. See #31.2.134.
Parshin, Alexei N. See #31.2.60.
Parsons, Charles. Realism and the debate on impredicativity, 1917–1944, in Wilfried Sieg, Richard
Sommer, and Carolyn Talcott, eds., Reflections on the Foundations of Mathematics (Urbana, IL:
Association of Symbolic Logic, 2002), pp. 372–389. In this paper a vivid account of the debate on
impredicativity and the vicious circle principle in the period between 1917 and 1944 is given, in particular
by presenting the positions of H. Weyl, P. Bernays and D. Hilbert, F.P. Ramsey, R. Carnap, and K. Gödel.
See the review by Volker Peckhaus in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:03011. (TBC) #31.2.152
Pawlikowska-Broz˙ek, Zofia. See #31.2.65.
Peckhaus, Volker. See #31.2.124 and #31.2.152.
Peetre, Jaak, ed. On the development of interpolation—Instead of a history three letters, in Michael
Cwikel, Miroslav Engliš, Alois Kufner, Lars-Erik Persson, and Gunnar Spar, eds., Function Spaces,
Interpolation Theory and Related Topics (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2002), pp. 39–48. This paper contains
reproductions of three letters written around 1980 by Mischa Cotlar, Antoni Zygmund, and Olof Thorin.
(GVB) #31.2.153
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Peiffer, Jeanne. See also #31.2.57.
Peirce, Charles S. Writings of Charles S. Peirce, A Chronological Edition, Vol. 6: 1886–1890, with
an introduction by Nathan Houser, Bloomington, IN: Indiana Univ. Press, 2000, lxxxvi + 698 pp. This is
the sixth of a projected 30 volumes, begun in 1975, containing Peirce’s writings. (GVB) #31.2.155
Pellegrin, Pierre. See #31.2.52.
Pérez Canals, Enric. Combinatorics and quantum theory, 1910–1914 [in Spanish], LLULL 25 (52)
(2002), 55–83. Introduces some nuances into the standard history and traces back the work of Ukranian
and Russian contributors. See the review by Arne Schirrmacher in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:81007.
(CJ) #31.2.156
Petrova, Svetlana S. See #31.2.60.
Phili, Christine. Greece, in #31.2.56, pp. 221–229. (GVB) #31.2.157
Porubský, Štefan. See #31.2.116.
Prokhorov, Dimitri Valentinovic´. See #31.2.106.
Pulleyblank, W.R. Mathematical sciences in the nineties, IBM Journal of Research and Development
47 (1) (2003), 89–96. A discussion of some of the changes that occurred in mathematics in the 1990s,
and roles played by IBM mathematicians. (GVB) #31.2.158
Qu, Anjing. The third approach to the history of mathematics in China, in Tatsien Li, ed.,
Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians (Beijing: Higher Education Press, 2002),
vol. III, pp. 947–958. The third approach, led by Wu Wen-tsun from the 1970s, distinguishes itself from
the previous two by asking why mathematics was done. (GVB) #31.2.159
Ragnani, O. See #31.2.135.
Rashed, Roshdi. Al-Qu¯hı¯ contre Aristote: Sur le mouvement, Oriens–Occidens 2 (1998), 95–117.
A description of geometric and mechanical arguments by which al-Qu¯hı¯ sought to rebut Aristotle’s
opinions that (i) an infinite distance cannot be covered in a finite time and (ii) a motion which reverses
direction must come to a stop. (HG) #31.2.160
Rav, Yehuda. See #31.2.3.
Reck, Erich H. See #31.2.12 and #31.2.13.
Reich, Karin. Der Moloch, der Gauß’ Zeit verschlang: Die Geodäsie [The Moloch that gobbled
up Gauss’s time: Geodesy], Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft in Hamburg 21 (1) (2002),
21–34. Discusses Gauss’s work in geodesy (surveying the kingdom of Hannover) and its connections to
various scientific and mathematical topics of the time. See the review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical
Reviews 2003k:01042. (CJ) #31.2.161
252 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Reitberger, Heinrich. Leopold Vietoris zum Gedenken (4.6.1891–9.4.2002) [Leopold Vietoris in
Memoriam (4.6.1891–9.4.2002)], Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung 104 (2)
(2002), 75–87. A survey of Vietoris’s contributions to topology, differential equations, statistics, and
trigonometric sums. (GVB) #31.2.162
Rice, Adrian. Inexplicable? The status of complex numbers in Britain, 1750–1850, Matematisk-
fysiske Meddelelser. Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab 46 (2) (2001), 147–180. Survey of
the state of complex numbers in Britain between 1750 and 1850. Mathematicians considered include
George Peacock, John Warren, John Graves, and William Rowan Hamilton. See the review by Craig G.
Fraser in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01012. (CJ) #31.2.163
Rivero, Alex. Rhismos, diathigue, trope, LLULL 23 (48) (2000), 735–753. By examining the three
properties of Democritus’s atoms, the author asserts that none of these are expected to give a measurable
volume; thus, size and spatial separation are properties supported by the vacuum. Appendix I of the
article is an assorted collection of translations, only a couple new. Appendix II is a chronology of the
Archimedes palimpsest, which is useful in itself. (AR) #31.2.164
Rivoal, Tanguy. See #31.2.91.
Rochberg, Francesca. A consideration of Babylonian astronomy within the historiography of
science, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 33A (4) (2002), 661–684. Positivism in the
philosophy of science caused a negative perception of Babylonian astronomy when it emerged as an area
of study in the early to mid-20th century. Current perspectives lead to a reevaluation of its significance.
(GVB) #31.2.165
Rohrbasser, Jean-Marc. Qui a peur de l’arithmetic? Les premiers essais de calcul sur les populations
dans la seconde moitié du XVIIe siècle [Who’s afraid of arithmetic? The first attempts to calculate
population phenomena in the latter half of the 17th century], Sciences Humaines 159 (2002), 7–41.
Attempts to detect underlying order or law in the growth of populations were made by Graunt, Halley,
Leibniz, Huygens, and Petty. See also #31.2.201. (GVB) #31.2.166
Rosenstiehl, Pierre. Claude Berge, ses graphes et hypergraphes, Mathématiques et Sciences
Humaines 160 (2002), 7–12. Describes Berge’s work on graphs and hypergraphs. Includes a partial
bibliography. (GVB) #31.2.167
Rousseau, Ronald. Claude Shannon: Scientist—engineer, Journal of Henan Normal University.
Natural Science 30 (4) (2002), 1–8. This survey of Shannon’s life and work concentrates on its relation
to the information sciences, in particular n-grams. (GVB) #31.2.168
Rowe, David E. From Königsberg to Göttingen: A sketch of Hilbert’s early career, Mathematical
Intelligencer 25 (2) (2003), 44–50. A description of the development of David Hilbert’s academic career
in the two centers where he worked: The Albertina in Königsberg, and Georgia Augusta in Göttingen.
The author discusses the influence that several leading mathematicians in those centers had on Hilbert’s
work, as well as the mathematicians Hilbert subsequently influenced. There are images of Hilbert, Felix
Klein, Adolf Hurwitz, and Hermann Minkowski. (FA) #31.2.169
Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258 253Rugh, S.E.; and Zinkernagel, H. The quantum vacuum and the cosmological constant problem,
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science. B. Studies in History and Philosophy of Modern Physics 33
(4) (2002), 663–705. The quantum vacuum aspect of the cosmological constant concerns issues of general
relativity and quantum field theory. The historical and conceptual origin of this problem is described, and
a critical discussion given of how it rests on the notion of physically real vacuum energy. See the review
by Lewis H. Ryder in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:81007. (ACL) #31.2.170
Ryder, Lewis H. See #31.2.170.
Sandifer, Edward. Reciprocal trajectories and Euler’s marvelous geometry machine, in #31.2.53,
pp. 142–147. The author describes the problem of reciprocal trajectories and Euler’s (complete) solution
of it. The “machine” is a construction which “converts [a] curve . . . with an axis of symmetry into a
curve with a kind of angle symmetry.” (HG) #31.2.171
Saraiva, Luis M.R. Portugal, in #31.2.56, pp. 239–247. (GVB) #31.2.172
Sasaki, Chikara. Japan, in #31.2.56, pp. 289–295. (GVB) #31.2.173
Schirrmacher, Arne. See #31.2.121 and #31.2.156.
Schlote, Karl-Heinz. See #31.2.38 and #31.2.117.
Scriba, Christoph J. See #31.2.56, #31.2.57, and #31.2.75.
Seldin, Jonathan P. Curry’s anticipation of the types used in programming languages, in #31.2.53,
pp. 148–163. The author asserts that Curry anticipated, from the late 1920s, “both the kind of data types
used in computer programming languages and also the dependent function type.” Background sections
describe the λ-calculus and combinatory logic. (HG) #31.2.174
Selinger, Marcin. Reception of the semantic concept of truth in the years 1933–1939 [in Polish], in
Marek Magdziak, ed., Logic. vol. 21 [in Polish] (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Uniwersitetu Wrocławskiego,
2001), pp. 65–97. A discussion of the reaction among philosophers and logicians to Alfred Tarski’s
semantic concept of truth, especially from those of the Lvov–Warsaw School and the Vienna Circle.
(GVB) #31.2.175
Sergienko, I.V.; and Chikrii, A.A. On the scientific legacy of B.N. Pshenichnyı˘ [in Russian],
Kibernetica Sistemnyı˘ Analiz 2002 (2), 3–31; English translation in Cybernetics and Systems Analysis
38 (2) (2002), 153–174. The paper is about the scientific achievements of the well-known Ukrainian
mathematician B.N. Pshenichnyi in the field of methods of optimization, mathematical programming
and systems theory. See the review by Marat U. Akmet in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:01037. (TBC)
#31.2.176
Shafarevich, Igor R. See #31.2.60.
Sheı˘nin, O.B. History of the theory of errors [in Russian], Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya
(2) 5 (40) (2000), 310–332. This survey considers both the stochastic and the deterministic branches of
the theory. See the review by Olexander S. Babanin in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:65045. (GVB)
#31.2.177
254 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Shi, Yunli. The Korean adaptation of the Chinese–Islamic astronomical tables, Archive for History of
Exact Sciences 57 (1) (2003), 25–60. The author discusses the Korean astronomical work Ch’ilchông san
(Calculations of the Seven Governors) and analyzes its relationship to the Chinese and Islamic sources
from which it was adapted in 1442. It is shown, for example, that certain star catalogs were translated
around 1384 from an Islamic source before being exported to Korea. In Korea the tables survived much
longer than in China itself, though they were improved on by Korean astronomers in several ways. The
reviewer in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01009, Keizo Hashimoto, states that this study goes beyond
the previous works by Yabuuti Kiyosi and Chen Jiujin of 1997. (ACL) #31.2.178
Simonov, R.A. Reflection of ancient Russian calendar—Mathematical culture in popular literature
[in Russian], Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 7 (42) (2002), 262–290. Two historical spiritual
works are considered: the 11th-century The Word on Law and Grace by Ilarion, and the 15th-century The
Hagiography of Stephen of Perm by Epiphany the Sagacious. (GVB) #31.2.179
Smirnova, Galina S. See #31.2.60.
Solís, Carlos. See #31.2.138.
Sørensen, Henrik Kragh. Abel and his mathematics in contexts, NTM 10 (3) (2002), 137–155. The
discussion of Abel’s work details his role in the transformation of mathematics in the 1820s “in which
concepts replaced formulas as the basic objects of mathematics.” (GVB) #31.2.180
Sorge, V. See #31.2.135.
Soss, Michael; and Toussaint, Godfried T. Convexifying polygons in 3D: A survey, in Jorge Alberto
Calvo, Kenneth C. Millett, and Eric J. Rawdon, eds., Physical Knots: Knotting, Linking, and Folding
Geometric Objects inR3 (Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 2002), pp. 269–285. A survey
of the history of convexifying polygons through mathematics, kinematics, and physical chemistry. (GVB)
#31.2.181
Stachel, John, ed. Einstein’s Miraculous Year [in Italian], with a preface by Roger Penrose, Bari:
Edizioni Dedalo, 2001, 208 pp. A collection of five groundbreaking papers written by Einstein in 1905,
each with a preceding commentary. (GVB) #31.2.182
S¸tefa˘nescu, Doru. See #31.2.22.
Stillwell, John. Max Dehn and geometry, Mathematische Semesterberichte 49 (2) (2002), 145–152.
Although Dehn is primarily known for his work in group theory and topology, he made remarkable
contributions to the foundations of geometry, filling nearly half of his list of publications. (GVB)
#31.2.183
Stolz, Michael. The history of applied mathematics and the history of society, Synthese 133 (1–2)
(2002), 43–57. The history of statistics and operations research is used as an example to show how
common ground may be found between general historians and historians of mathematics. (GVB)
#31.2.184
Strano, Giorgio. See #31.2.40.
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Struve, Horst. See #31.2.38.
Sviridyuk, G.A.; Malysheva, L.N.; and Zagrebina, S.A. Lectures in the History of Mathematics:
A Textbook [in Russian], Magnitogorsk: Magnitgorskiı˘ Gosudarstvennyı˘ Universitet, 2002, 234 pp.
Considers various topics in and perspectives on the history of mathematics from ancient times through
the 19th century. See the review by Natali Hritonenko in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01001. (CJ)
#31.2.185
Tarski, Alfred. On the concept of following logically, translated from the Polish and German and
with commentaries by Magda Stroin´ska and David Hitchcock, History and Philosophy of Logic 23 (3)
(2002), 155–196. This is the first exact translation into English of the 1936 paper “O poje¸ciu wynikania
logicznego.” Previous translations have relied upon the German version, resulting in differences that are
noted here. Included are remarks on the historical and theoretical importance of Tarski’s paper. See the
review by Roman Murawski in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:01058. (ACL) #31.2.186
Tattersall, James J.; and McMurran, Shawnee L. Sir George Biddell Airy: The orderly Lucasian, in
#31.2.53, pp. 164–168. A biographical sketch, including Airy’s personal characteristics, his role in the
discovery of Neptune, his work on the diffraction of light, and the differential equations that now bear
his name. (HG) #31.2.187
Tauts, A. See #31.2.148.
Taylor, R. Gregory. Zermelo’s Cantorian theory of systems of infinitely long propositions, Bulletin
of Symbolic Logic 8 (4) (2002), 478–515. Sympathetic exposition of some early 1930s articles by
Zermelo on infinitary logic, part of his foundational program in set theory and logic. See the review
by E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:03006. (CJ) #31.2.188
Teichmann, Jürgen; Eckert, Michael; and Wolff, Stefan. Physicists and physics in Munich, Physics
in Perspective 4 (3) (2002), 333–359. A tour of Munich that focuses on physicists who lived and worked
in Munich, including Ohm, Planck, Boltzmann, Einstein, Röntgen, and Heisenberg. (GVB) #31.2.189
Teller, Edward; Teller, Wendy; and Talley, Wilson. Conversations on the Dark Secrets of Physics,
Cambridge, MA: Perseus Publishing, Cambridge, MA, 2002, xii + 247 pp. The book presents the
fundamentals of physics. The book is worthwhile because of the many historical details. See the review
by Dennis Dieks in Mathematical Reviews 2003j:00019. (TBC) #31.2.190
Teller, Wendy. See #31.2.190.
Thiele, Rüdiger. Hilbert’s 24th problem, American Mathematical Monthly 110 (1) (2003), 1–24.
The 24th problem, not publicized by Hilbert, was included in one of his notebooks now in the archives
at Göttingen University. It called for a theory of the method of proof such that under a given set of
conditions there would be one simplest proof for a theorem. In addition to the current significance of the
problem, this article includes its historical and mathematical background. See the review by Branislav
Boricˇic´ in Mathematical Reviews 2003m:03003. (ACL) #31.2.191
256 Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 231–258Thompson, James R. The age of Tukey, Technometrics 43 (3) (2001), 256–265. By questioning
assumptions on the regularity of real world data, Tukey ushered in a new era of statistics. (GVB)
#31.2.192
Thorin, Olof. See #31.2.153.
Tieszen, Richard. Gödel and the intuition of concepts, Synthese 133 (3) (2002), 363–391. An account
of Gödel’s notion of the intuition or perception of abstract objects in mathematics using Edmund Husserl,
who had been an influence on Gödel, as well as a study of the influence of this notion on the rest of
Gödel’s work, especially the incompleteness theorems. (GVB) #31.2.193
Tikhomirov, Vladimir M. See #31.2.60.
Tobies, Renate. See #31.2.117.
Tobin, William. The Life and Science of Léon Foucault: The Man Who Proved the Earth Rotates,
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, xiv + 338 pp. A biography of Foucault’s astronomical
accomplishments, accessible to students. (GVB) #31.2.194
Tokareva, T.A.; and Volodarskiı˘, A.I. A.P. Yushkevich—P. Dugac: The story of one publication,
Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 5 (40) (2000), 142–152. Considers the correspondence
behind an important article detailing the Soviet campaign against N.N. Luzin in the 1930s. See the review
by Krzysztof Ciesielski in Mathematical Reviews 2003k:01038. (CJ) #31.2.195
Tokareva, T.A.; and Volodarskiı˘, A.I. A.P. Yushkevich and the International Academy of the History
of Science [in Russian], Istoriko-Matematicheskie Issledovaniya (2) 6 (41) (2001), 164–179. This article
contains part of Yushkevich’s personal archive dealing with an episode relating to his election to the
IAHS. (GVB) #31.2.196
Toussaint, Godfried T. See #31.2.181.
Treder, H. See #31.2.17.
Ullrich, Peter. Officers, playing cards, and sheep. On the history of Eulerian squares and of the design
of experiments, Metrika 56 (3) (2002), 189–204 (electronic). Discusses Latin squares from before Euler
to their use in the design of experiments in the work of Ronald Fisher. (GVB) #31.2.197
Van der Lugt, Anna. See #31.2.30.
Van Kerkhove, Bart. Guises of naturalism in the foundations of mathematics debate, in #31.2.53,
pp. 169–182. On the rise of “naturalist” alternatives to “perfectibilist” philosophies of mathematics
(Platonism, formalism, logicism). The author cites contributing developments within mathematics itself
(lengths of proofs, computer-aided proofs, . . . ), describes several variants of naturalism, and sketches
some “integrative” ideas. (HG) #31.2.198
Van Rootselaar, Bob. See #31.2.30.
Vandoulakis, Ioannis M. Was Euclid’s approach to arithmetic axiomatic? Oriens–Occidens 2 (1998),
141–181. To this question the author answers “no.” Euclidean arithmetic was constructed from units, by
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other aspects of Books VII–IX are discussed. (HG) #31.2.199
Vatin, François. Juste jeu et juste prix: Bergery, Cournot et la “marché aléatoire” [Fair game and fair
price: Bergery, Cournot and the “random market”], Mathématiques et Sciences Humaines 158 (2002),
5–29. Bergery, a 19th-century educator, introduced probabilities into elementary teaching as a practical
concern. Bergery’s views, including his concepts of fair game and fair price, are compared with those of
Cournot. (GVB) #31.2.200
Véron, Jacques. Les mathématiques de la population, de Lambert à Lotka, Mathématiques et
Sciences Humaines 159 (2002), 43–56. The history of the study of population dynamics, especially with
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